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Abstract�We recently proposed an enhanced version ��� of
original STAR ���� the spatio�temporal array receiver� and
assessed the robustness of its multipath tracking module
to various design parameters �e�g�� sensitivity to the rollo	
factor selection and to pulse�shape errors of raised�cosine
shaping 
lters�� Here� we address another dimension that
deserves investigation� i�e�� the robustness of the tracking
module of STAR to possible multipath power pro
le varia�
tions of Rayleigh fading� Link� and system�level simulations
suggest that pro
les of �� ��� ��� dB� �� ��� ��� dB and ��
��� ��� dB perform nearly as well as the �� � � dB ref�
erence pro
le� The maximum capacity loss does not exceed
�� and suggests a strong robustness of STAR to multipath
power pro
le variations� For voice�rate links with low mo�
bility� STAR maintains its performance advantage over the
�D�RAKE by about � to �� in capacity under di	erent
radio�propagation conditions�

I� Introduction

Enhancements in receiver operation for cellular CDMA
systems� e�g�� signal combining� power control or channel
coding� have led to increases in cell capacity and spectrum
e�ciency and are now included in proposed standards for
third generation wireless systems ���� However� such high�
capacity operation requires synchronization at signi	cantly
reduced SNR levels�

In a recent work �
�� we proposed an enhanced version of
STAR� the spatio�temporal array�receiver ���� Evaluations
of uplink capacity for improved STAR and the �D�RAKE
��� with both perfect and active synchronization indicated
that synchronization with early�late gate component of a
RAKE�type receiver may constitute a bottleneck to per�
formance improvement� Results also suggest that STAR
oers a promising alternative to the �D�RAKE with the
early�late gate� oering an average increase in spectrum
e�ciency up to 
��� in the presence of synchronization
errors at both data rates of ��� and 
�� Kbps�

In �
�� we actually assessed the robustness of the multi�
path tracking module of STAR to various interesting design
parameters such as sensitivity to the rollo factor selection
and the pulse�waveform errors of raised�cosine shaping 	l�
ters� Here� we address another dimension that deserves
investigation� i�e�� the robustness of the tracking module of
STAR to possible power pro	le variations of Rayleigh fad�
ing� Indeed� a receiver is designed to operate satisfactorily
in various radio�propagation conditions where the average
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multipath powers can change �without notice��
In �
�� the signi	cant performance gains of STAR have

been demonstrated with equal�power paths� There it was
shown that STAR can detect multipaths leaving deep fades
above a detection threshold tuned to as low as �
� dB� Such
extreme sensitivity to week fade levels may suggest the need
for a 	ne tuning of the the tracking module and may raise
concerns about lack of robustness to variations in propa�
gation conditions� The question is whether STAR� tuned
over equal�power paths� can cope with dierent multipath
power pro	les without signi	cantly loosing performance�
Link� and system�level simulation results suggest that

pro	les of ��� ��� ��� dB� ��� ��� �
�� dB and ��� ��� �
�� dB
perform nearly as well as the ��� �� �� dB reference pro�
	le� The maximum capacity loss does not exceed �� and
suggest a strong robustness of STAR to variations in radio�
propagation conditions� The �D�RAKE exploits diversity
less e�ciently and hence its losses do not exceed ��� Yet
STAR maintains its performance advantage over the �D�
RAKE by about �� to ��� in capacity for voice�rate links
with low mobility�

II� Data Model and Assumptions

We consider a single�user receiver structure on the uplink
direction �portable�to�base station� of a cellular CDMA
system� Let us assume that each base station is equipped
with M receiving antennas� We consider P propagation
paths in a selective fading multipath environment where
the time�delay spread �� is small compared to T � The
user binary phase shift keying bit sequence is 	rst dieren�
tially encoded at a rate 
�T � where T is the bit duration�
The resulting sequence b�t� is then spread with a binary
pseudo�random noise sequence c�t� at a rate 
�Tc where
Tc is the chip pulse duration� For simplicity� the period
of c�t� is assumed to be equal to the bit duration T � The
processing gain is given by L � T�Tc�
At successive frames of period T � we de	ne the postcor�

related observation vector by�

Zn�t� �



T

Z T

�

X�nT � t� t��c�t��dt� � �
�

where X�t� is the observation vector received by the an�
tenna array� After despreading the antenna�array signal
vector� and framing the resulting post�correlation vector
Z�lTc� over L chip samples at the bit rate�

Zn � �Zn���� Zn�Tc�� � � � � Zn��L� 
�Tc�� � ���



we obtain the M � L post�correlation observation matrix
Zn along the post�correlation model �PCM� as follows ����

Zn � Hnsn �Nn � bn�nGn�nD
T
n �Nn � ���

where sn � �nbn is the signal component� bn is the trans�
mitted DBPSK data sequence and ��n is the total re�
ceived power� Hn � Gn�nD

T
n � JnD

T
n with norm 	xed

to
p
M is the spatio�temporal propagation matrix� and

Jn � Gn�n is the spatial response matrix which includes
the eects of path loss� Rayleigh fading and shadowing�
Gn � �G��n� � � � � GP�n� is the M � P propagation matrix�
and �n � diag ����n� � � � � �P�n� is the P � P diagonal ma�
trix of normalized power ratios over multipaths ��p�n �i�e��PP

p�� �
�
p�n � 
�� Dn � �D��n� � � � � DP�n� is the L� P time�

response matrix with columns�

Dp�n� ��c���p�n�� �c�Tc��p�n�� � � � � �c ��L�
�Tc��p��T

where f�p�ngp�������P � ��� T � are the time�varying

multipath�delays along the P paths and �c�t� is a trun�
cated raised�cosine pulse which corresponds to the correla�
tion function of a square�root raised�cosine shaping�pulse�
Nn is theM�L spatio�temporal uncorrelated noise matrix
with variance 	�N � It includes the thermal noise received at
the antenna elements as well as the self�� in�cell and out�cell
interference� We de	ne the input SNR after despreading
as SNRin � ���	�N and assume the time�variations of the
channel to be very slow and locally constant relative to the
bit duration T �

III� Overview of the �D�RAKE and STAR

We give brief overviews of the modi	ed �D�RAKE and
enhanced STAR proposed in �
�� Evaluation of these two
algorithms with dierent multipath power pro	les will later
con	rm the performance advantage of STAR over the �D�
RAKE under dierent radio�propagation conditions�

A� Enhanced �D�RAKE and the Early�Late Gate
First� assuming chip�oversampling at the rate 
�Tsc �

ks�Tc where ks 
 
 is an integer typically equal to ��

we compute the sample matrices �R�
ZZ�n�p� and �R�

ZZ�n�p�

of Z�
p�n � Zn���p�n � Tsc� and Z�

p�n � Zn���p�n � Tsc�� re�
spectively� for each tracked path� Secondly� we extract
the corresponding pair of eigenvector�eigenvalue estimates
f �V �

n �p�� ���n �p�g and f �V �

n �p�� ���n �p�g� respectively� Finally�
we update each multipath time�delay �p�n and the corre�
spondingM�
 propagation vectorGp�n for p � 
� � � � � Pmax

�i�e�� maximum multipath 	ngers per antenna� by �
��

ap�n �

��
�

Sign f��n �p�� ��n �p�g
if j��n �p�� ��n �p�j 
 �TH �

� otherwise �
���

��p�n�� � ��p�n � ap�nTsc � ���

�Gp�n�� �

��
�

�V �
n �p� if ap�n � �
 �
�V �

n �p� if ap�n � �
 �
�V �
n �p� if ap�n � � �

���

where �TH is the �clamping� threshold over the gap be�
tween the early�late eigenvalues below which the time�delay
estimate is not incremented�

Neglecting the eect of synchronization errors� the de�
spread vector�	ngers Zp�n � Zn���p�n� can be approximated
at the estimated time�delays as�

Zp�n � Gp�nsp�n �Np�n � Gp�n�n�p�nbn �Np�n � ���

Due to the fact that the propagation vector estimates suf�
fer from phase ambiguities� dierential demodulation is re�
quired and implemented as follows for DBPSK ����

�sp�n � WH
p�nZp�n � �GH

p�nZp�n�M � ���

�sn � Real

�
PmaxX
p��

�sp�n�s
�

p�n��

�
� ���

�bn � Sign f�sng � �
��

B� Enhanced STAR
STAR replaces the two consecutive space and time com�

bining steps of the �D�RAKE by a joint step both in
space and time� It transforms the matrix Zn into an ML�
dimensional vector by arranging its columns in a single
spatio�temporal column vector to obtain the following nar�
rowband version of the PCM model ����

Z
�n

� H
�n
sn �N

�n
� �

�

where H
�n

and N
�n

respectively denote the vector�reshaped
matrices Hn and Nn in Eq� ���� Hence� it allows im�
plementation of coherent space�time MRC combining as
follows ����

�sn � Real
�
WH

n Z
�n
�
� Real

n
�H
�

H

n Z
�n
�M
o
� �
��

Multipath synchronization �i�e�� both acquisition and
tracking� is an implicit built�in step in the channel iden�
ti	cation operation� It allows estimation of the number
of multipaths �P � their time�delays ��p�n �i�e�� �Dn�� relative

powers ���p�n �i�e�� ��n�� and magnitudes and phases over all

antennas in �Gn� From these estimates� the channel iden�
ti	cation unit reconstructs an accurate space�time channel

vector estimate �Hn � �Gn
��n

�D
T

n ����
The performance of the tracking module of STAR

strongly depends on the accuracy� speed and stability of
multipath detection of appearing and vanishing paths� The
detection update rule adopted in this tracking module links
the detection threshold ��TH de	ned as �
��

��TH � 
�	�res
M

� 
�	�N
�M�

� �
��

to the residual noise estimate at the beamformer output�

�	�res � �
� �� �	�res � �
	
Imag

n
�H
�

H

n Z
�n
�M
o
�

� �
��

where � is a smoothing factor and �	�N � �M	�res denotes
an estimate of the input noise variance and  a constant�
Vanishing Path� We decide that the p�th path has van�

ished at block iteration nd if then and for a number of pre�
vious block iterations nv� 
 its power ���n��

�
p�n is constantly

below ��TH� i�e��

���n��
�
p�n � ��TH for n � fnd � nv � 
� � � � � ndg � �
��
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Fig� �� Localization spectrum showing �a�� the two paths being

tracked using constrained channel estimate �Hn 	�
� �b�� the two
paths being tracked along with the appearing one using uncon�
strained channel estimate Hn 	�
� �c�� the power of the appearing
path being constantly detected above the threshold� �

�

TH using

the residual channel � �Hn� �d�� the three paths being tracked

using reconstructed �Hn�

Appearing Path� The detection of an appearing path re�

lies on a gross unconstrained channel estimate �Hn ���� It in�
corporates all multipath components including those newly
appearing� From �Hn� we estimate the residual channel�

� �Hn � �Hn �Dn
� �
��

where the L� L projector� �Dn
is given by�

�Dn
� IL � �Dn

	
�DT
n
�Dn



��

�DT
n � �
��

and IL is L � L identity matrix� Then we base detection
on the chip�sampled residual spectrum de	ned as�

�SSS�kTc� � k� �Hn�kk� � �
��

where � �Hn�k is the k�th column of � �Hn� At block itera�
tion nd� we decide that a new path has appeared at k�th
chip �i�e�� �� �P���nd � kTc� if� after a given number of block

iterations na� �SSS�kTc� consistently exceeds ��TH� i�e��

�SSS�kTc� 
 ��TH for n � fnd � na � 
� � � � � ndg � �
��

In Fig� 
� we illustrate the detection process of an ap�
pearing path� We select the ��� Kbps voice�rate setup
of section IV�A with M � � antennas and operate at
SNRin � �� dB after despreading�
In general� with 
� � or � antennas� tuning of  in Eq�

�
�� to achieve best robustness and stability of synchro�
nization led to a low path detection threshold ��TH rang�
ing from �

 to �
� dB� Such extreme sensitivity to week
fade levels may suggest the need for a 	ne tuning of the
the tracking module and may raise concerns about lack of

�Since �DT
n
�Dn � I �P � inversion in Eq� ���� can be skipped�

�Other noise bursts are ignored� They may exceed the threshold�
but only sporadically�
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Fig� �� Estimated time�delays ��p�n for a ��� �� �� dB multipath power
pro�le� �a�� STAR� �b�� �D�RAKE�
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Fig� �� Estimated time�delays ��p�n for a ��� ��� ��� dB multipath
power pro�le� �a�� STAR� �b�� �D�RAKE�

robustness to variations in propagation conditions� The
question we address below is whether STAR� tuned over
equal�power paths� can cope with dierent multipath power
pro	les without signi	cantly loosing performance�

IV� Study of Robustness to Multipath Power

Profile Variations

A� Simulation Setup
We consider a wideband CDMA system with � MHz

bandwidth and P � � paths� The time�delays� ranked
as 
st� �nd and �rd and initially set at �
� Tc� 
� Tc� 
� Tc��
vary linearly in time� with a drift of ����� ppm� The mobile
has a speed of 
 Kmph corresponding to a Doppler shift
of about � Hz at a carrier frequency of � GHz� The raised
cosine roll�o is 	xed to � �i�e�� truncated sinc�� Power
control �PC� requests an incremental change of ����� dB
in transmitted power every ����� ms with a delay of �����
ms and an error of 
�� over the PC bit command� The
user information is encoded using a rate 
 � convolutional
code with constraint length K � �� We consider a DBPSK
voice rate of ��� Kbps with processing gain L � ����
We use the capacity computation tool based on the work

in �
� for evaluation of both STAR and the �D�RAKE �or

D�RAKE when M � 
� with Pmax � �� ks � � and
nRA � 
���� nRA denotes the �D�RAKE reacquisition pe�
riod in symbol iterations� Simulations are run for dierent
multipath power pro	les� i�e�� ��� ��� ��� dB� ��� ��� �
�� dB
and ��� �
�� �
�� dB� These pro	les are chosen to be similar
to those suggested by standards for performance validation
���� We also assess both STAR and the �D�RAKE in the
reference situation of equal�power paths� i�e�� ��� �� �� dB�

B� Tracking Performance
Multipath detection update increases the stability of the

tracking process� which in turn translates into a capacity
gain� Figs� ��a� ��a� ��a and ��a illustrate the high level
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Fig� �� Estimated time�delays ��p�n for a ��� ���� ���� dB multipath
power pro�le� �a�� STAR� �b�� �D�RAKE�

of stability and accuracy achieved by enhanced STAR dur�
ing the tracking process in the four multipath power pro�
	le situations listed above� respectively� For comparison�
Figs� ��b� ��b� ��b and ��b illustrate the tracking perfor�
mance of the new combination of the �D�RAKE ��� with the
eigenvalue�based early�late gate proposed in �
�� It clearly
shows more sensitivity� less stability and lower accuracy of
the �D�RAKE yet operating at about 
�� dB higher in SNR
than STAR� Indeed� the time�delay estimates are retrieved
from the tracking modules of STAR and the �D�RAKE�
each operating at the corresponding SNR threshold that
guarantees a maximum BER of 
��� �see values in Tabs�
� and ���

As diversity decreases from the reference equal�power
multipath situation nearly to the case of nonselective mul�
tipath �i�e�� ��� �
�� �
�� dB�� tracking performance de�
grades� much more signi	cantly with the �D�RAKE than
with STAR� however� The �D�RAKE looses track of the
useful paths and becomes relatively unstable� more so with
paths that have weaker power� More frequent reacquisi�
tion is necessary to maintain �piece�wise� tracking of the
multipath delays� On the other hand� STAR only sees a
negligible increase in timing deviations while keeping much
more solid track of the correct paths�
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Fig� �� Probability of tracking vs� the average multipath power for
both STAR and the �D�RAKE�
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Tab� �� Probability of multipath tracking of STAR for di�erent

multipath power pro�les in �MHz with � antennas and voice links

� ��� Kbps and BER � �����
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Tab� �� Probability of multipath tracking of the �D�RAKE for

di�erent multipath power pro�les in �MHz with � antennas and

voice links � ��� Kbps and BER � �����

In Tabs� 
 and �� we provide the probability of tracking
for each path in each set of simulation �i�e�� with dierent
multipath power pro	le� for both STAR and �D�RAKE
receiver� This probability is de	ned as the ratio of the
time duration over which a given path is tracked by STAR
over total simulation time� It should not be confused with
the probability of detection of a path �i�e�� the probability
of capturing a previously undetected path�� As suggested
in Figs� ��b� ��b� ��b and ��b� the probability of tracking is
much more di�cult to evaluate for the �D�RAKE� Values
reported in Tab� � are actually overoptimistic since we
calculated the probability of tracking of the �D�RAKE over
the reacquisition instants only for simplicity� The tracking
probability results for both STAR and the �D�RAKE in
Tabs� 
 and � �summarized in Fig� � vs� the average
multipath power� suggest the following�

� STAR is able to maintain multipath tracking for almost
a maximum duration of time� even for weak paths �see
Tab� 
�� For a path � dB weaker than the strongest path�
tracking is barely lost� 
� of the time only� For a path �
dB weaker than the strongest path� tracking is lost only
about ���� of the time� regardless whether it is second or
third in power� Even for a path as weak as 
� dB relative
to the strongest path� tracking is lost only ��� of the time
with the ��� ��� �
�� dB pro	le� This is hardly surprising
since its average power of �

�� dB �i�e�� ��
 �
��������
��
is only ��� dB above the detection threshold� With the ���
�
�� �
�� dB pro	le� however� its average power increases to
�
��� dB �i�e�� ��
 �
���
���
�� and hence tracking is lost
only ��� of the time�
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Tab� �� Link�system�level performance of STAR for di�erent multi�

path power pro�les in �MHz with � antennas and voice links � ���

Kbps and BER � �����

Multipath power SNR Capacity Capacity
pro	le �dB� �users cell� loss ���

������� dB ���� ��� !
��������� dB �
�
 ��� 

�������
�� dB �
�� ��� 

����
���
�� dB �
�� ��� �

Tab� �� Link�system�level performance of the �D�RAKE for dif�

ferent multipath power pro�les in �MHz with � antennas and voice

links � ��� Kbps and BER � �����

� The �D�RAKE receiver is able to track a multipath about

��� of the time �see Tab� �� only when its absolute aver�
age power is higher than �� dB� With STAR� this threshold
is around �� dB� For an average multipath power below ��
dB� the probability of tracking readily drops to about ���
with the �D�RAKE� With STAR� we reach the same loss
	gure only for an average power below �

�� dB� STAR
outperforms the �D�RAKE in multipath tracking with dif�
ferent power pro	les even though it operates at a required
SNR about 
�� dB lower than for the �D�RAKE�

C� Link�System�Level Results
In Tabs� � and ��� we provide link� and system�level per�

formance results in terms of required SNR after despread�
ing at a BER of 
��� and in terms of capacity� respectively�
These results suggest the following�
� In STAR� there is no impact of multipath power pro�
	le variations on the link�level performance in terms of re�
quired SNR �maintained at a constant value of ���� dB�
see Tab� ��� A previous work arrived at a similar observa�
tion using diversity combining in IS��� CDMA with perfect
synchronization ���� Indeed� given the high accuracy and
probability of tracking of STAR� only a negligible amount
of the maximum total power collectible in perfect synchro�
nization is lost on average from undetected paths�
� In the �D�RAKE� synchronization is not near�optimal like
in STAR and hence variations in the multipath power pro�
	le have a noticeable impact on the required SNR� As the
power pro	le approaches that of nonselective "at fading�
the power of the 	rst path becomes even more stronger
thereby enabling a more stable synchronization at a re�
quired SNR ��� dB below the reference situation �see Tab�
��� With the �D�RAKE� it is better to rely on a single path
with stronger power than on multiple paths with weaker

�The new �D�RAKE reference results reported here improve previ�
ous results in 	�
 by about �� due to enhanced threshold tuning and
increased stabilization of the early�late gate�

powers� These results are in agreement with previous ob�
servations �
� that the �D�RAKE exploits diversity less ef�
	ciently than STAR�
� There is noticeable impact of multipath power pro	le
variations on the system�level performance in terms of ca�
pacity in users per cell �see Tabs� � and ��� Best capacity is
achieved in the strongest diversity condition with the equal�
power pro	le� As the multipath power pro	le approaches
that of a non�selective "at fading� diversity decreases� and
so does capacity� The energy that is not captured from the
undetected paths� although weak� spills over to interference
in the system�level simulation and increases the variations
of the incell and outcell interference as well as the out�
age probability �
�� ���� However� even though the impact
of multipath power pro	le variations is noticeable at the
system�level� capacity losses with the STAR are not signif�
icant and do not exceed ��� The �D�RAKE exploits diver�
sity less e�ciently and hence its losses� below ��� are even
less signi	cant� Overall� under dierent radio�propagation
conditions STAR maintains its performance advantage over
the �D�RAKE by about �� to ��� in capacity for voice�rate
links with low mobility�

V� Conclusions

In �
�� STAR was shown to outperform the �D�RAKE
receiver� However� signi	cant performance gains of STAR
have been demonstrated with equal�power paths� There it
was shown that STAR can detect multipaths leaving deep
fades above a detection threshold tuned to as low as �
�
dB� Such extreme sensitivity to week fade levels may sug�
gest the need for a 	ne tuning of the the tracking module
and may raise concerns about lack of robustness to varia�
tions in propagation conditions� By link� and system�level
we demonstrate that STAR is indeed robust to multipath
power pro	le variations� The maximum capacity loss does
not exceed �� with power pro	les of ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� �

�� and ��� �
�� �
�� dB� Therefore� no adaptive tuning is
required to cope with varying propagation conditions� For
voice�rate links with low mobility� STAR maintains its per�
formance advantage over the �D�RAKE by about �� to ���
in capacity under dierent radio�propagation conditions�
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